Australia. (In reality, on-the-papers arbitration is unlikely to blossom until successful pilot projects are funded by Legal Aid offices around Australia.)
These are the instructions attached to this exercise. The facts in the problem were the same in each of the nine courses, though dates of events were adjusted to make the family separation occur close to the date of the course.
"AWARD WRITING -FRED AND MABEL (i)
You have been appointed arbitrator in a budget "paper" arbitration. The attached two submissions from Fred and Mabel have been faxed to you together with an "arbitrator's fee" of $400. (ii) You are leaving for overseas this afternoon and the parties want an immediate result (reasons for the judgment are to be given). In summary, the facts of the case involved a nine-year marriage between Fred and Mabel; three children residing with the mother; and a pool of assets valued between $80,000 and $92,000 to be divided between the husband and wife. The actual copies of the submissions faxed to each arbitrator are attached to this paper as Annexure "A".
The participants wrote their judgments and reasons overnight, and handed these in at 9am on the third day of the course. The vast majority of the over 240 judgments conformed with judicial style of writing and the majority were model judgments in form. This occurred presumably because of the expertise of the nine groups as family lawyers, and some guidance on form of judgment writing in the course materials. 4 An example of the high standard of judgment writing from these courses is attached to this paper as Annexure "B".
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Two members of the training team (often John Hertzberg and another) then took two hours to compile the substantive results of each group of participants, and to compare these. A written summary of decisions was then distributed, explained and a discussion session followed.
This exercise provided a rare opportunity for over 240 expert family lawyers to make a considered decision in writing on an identical set of facts. The results uniformly were controversial, not predicted, and shocking for each group of experts.
The Arbitral Awards
On nine occasions, these groups of experts, using identical facts, reached decisions which were apart by at least 30%. On all but one occasion they were apart by 35%. That is, some arbitrators gave the husband 25%, and others gave him 60%. Conversely, the wife received anything between 75% and 40%.
Example Awards -Course "A"
Set out below is a summary of the 22 judgments at one arbitration course, labelled Course "A". This was the course with the tightest bunching of judgments. The left- 4 eg see Whiteley and Whiteley (1996) FLC 92-684 (Full Court of the Family Court describes how to write a judgment).
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One participant, clearly unsuited to the arbitral role except for selected artistic clients, wrote his judgment as doggerel poetry -see Annexure "C".
hand column represents the arbitrators' decisions on which valuation to accept, and the middle column what percentage division to use. The third column represents the arbitrator's actual cash award to the wife, Mabel. The third column, which shows the actual cash award, also indicates that occasionally there are puzzling discrepancies between the percentage division allegedly applied, and the cash award actually made. Most lawyers are not mathematicians. Mabel received between $30,000 and $59,800
COURSE A

FRED (F) AND MABEL (M) -CASE SCENARIO
SUMMARY OF ARBITRAL JUDGMENTS -COURSE "A"
Nevertheless, in this course A, there is a considerable bunching of cash outcomes between $38,500 -$40,000. Fourteen out of twenty two judgments come within this narrow band. That is, from this group of arbitrators, there was a 63% chance of receiving a "consistent" result, and a 37% chance of receiving an outcome outside this majority band.
Of course, 63% "consistency" does not indicate either predictability or a client's perception of "justice". But nevertheless, consistency is one important element of predictability, and of "justice".
Upon analysis, these 22 outcomes indicate a greater degree of consistency than is anecdotally attributed to judges by legal practitioners in Australia by the saying -"six different judges, six different results."
Example Substantive Results -Course "B"
Again, set out below are the 20 tabulated arbitral decisions from another course, labelled course "B". Mabel received between $25,000 and $54,000
COURSE B
FRED (F) AND MABEL (M) -CASE SCENARIO
SUMMARY OF ARBITRAL JUDGMENTS -COURSE "B"
In course "B", there was a "bunching" of only six decisions between $40,000 and $43,000 -that is, only 30% of the awards were "consistent". The remaining 70% were more scattered across a good day -bad day range of 34%.
These 20 neophyte arbitrators indicated that predicting an outcome is indeed a "lottery".
The Grieving Process -240 Loose Cannons?
For experienced family lawyers, the outward consequences of experiencing "wild" collegial decision-making have been many. These arguably reflect the grieving process, and the "loss" of beliefs of collegial competency and precision.
Shock. There is a numbing silence when the tell-take systematic table of scattered outcomes is uncovered on a white board.
Denial.
A number of participants begin to challenge: "You must have made a mistake"; "That cannot be correct"; "Strike off the two/four/six most extreme results and see if we are then closer to agreement". That is, get rid of the crazy minority, and the myth of expert wisdom and rationality will be reinstated. These excisions have never narrowed the divergence markedly.
Sadness. "This outcome is very disturbing, we are worse than our judges"; I could never trust anyone here as an arbitrator for one of my clients".
Anger. "What a stupid exercise, it did not prove anything"; "You must be wrong; no judge would ever reach a decision like that"; "You must be from Adelaide -the practice in Melbourne is different to out in the colonies".
Collegial Comfort. "Who are the other people who made a decision close to mine". Once similar-deciders are identified, lunchtime conversations have been overheard -"I think that we have similar thinking, Mary, perhaps we could cross-refer arbitration cases? We would obviously have confidence in one another."
Acceptance. A small minority of the expert participants in these training courses make anecdotal comments during debriefings which indicate their acceptance of this perceived disturbing divergence in their own expert decision-making. "So, I guess that the judges are not so flawed after all"; "It is going to be difficult to find an arbitrator in whom we have confidence"; "It is a shock to discover that we are not as good as we thought".
It appears to be easy to discover flaws in the decision-making process of other people, but not so easy to discover starkly and experientially that our own decision-making process is so unpredictable.
Of course, there are possible explanations, or guesses, to understand the divergence of outcomes in these expert groups. These will be considered later in this article.
Shattered Myths?
Why has this decision-making exercise caused such grief and shock amongst expert family lawyers?
One possible hypothesis to explain the grief and shock is that the experience has undermined or even shattered beliefs and mythologies. As experiential learners, arguably the majority of lawyers are untouched by sociological and psychological insights contained in books. Thus decision-making theory is neither accessible, or of interest, or even "true". Lawyers learn swiftly by personal and collegial pain and story-telling.
Anecdotally, the writer suggests that experienced family lawyers share the following seven beliefs:
(1) We can estimate the outcome (or "value") of a family property dispute within a 10% range of accuracy.
(2) In more than 90% of disputes, we can estimate the outcome (or "value") of a family property dispute within a 10% range of accuracy after only one interview with our client. That is, a small number of key alleged facts provide the key to decision-making. Fine-tuning by collecting many "extra" facts rarely changes the predicted range of outcomes.
(3) So long as the other spouse consults one of our experienced colleagues, property division will resolve by agreement as our experienced colleague shares beliefs (1) and (2) above.
(4) Experienced family lawyers will, by a process of education and persistence, 6 eventually persuade their clients to settle within the 10% range which they have predicted.
(5) When dealing with an experienced family lawyer, there may be some delay in settling a dispute. However, this does not normally arise because the practitioner has made a "mistake" in deciding upon the 10% range of outcomes of the dispute. It arises from other factors such as an emotional client who is "difficult" to educate and control; or the need to collect extra facts or evidence which could occasionally lead to a revision of the originally "correct" decision and advice.
(6) It is inefficient for a client to consult an inexperienced family lawyer as they will be likely to give a predicted judicial outcome which is outside the experienced practitioners' 10% range.
(7) Inexperienced family lawyers are a key cause of conflict as they give clients flawed expectations by predicting outside a "standard" 10% range; or they delay giving accurate predictions until unnecessary time and money has been expended collecting the ubiquitous "more facts".
All seven of these beliefs are questioned, if not shattered, by this decision-making exercise. This revelation, momentarily, and perhaps permanently, undermines selfconfidence, the concept of "expertise", confidence in colleagues, thousands of decisions made in the past, habitual language used (eg "This is the range"; "You are entitled to…; "That advice is wrong"; that is a "mistake"), and the concept of "knowledge".
What are Possible Explanations for this Diversity of Decision-Making Outcomes?
The shock of experiencing first hand such divergent arbitral decisions has encouraged attempted explanations or rationalisations. Is this "normal" divergence? Or are there "special" factors present which make the scatter-gun outcomes exceptional?
Normal Diversity?
It is possible that this degree of divergence in substantive outcomes of family property division, even between experts, is quite statistically "normal".
There is a considerable body of knowledge and research which suggests that we as (expert) human beings, are hard-wired to make unpredictable decisions. 7 This knowledge has, until the last decade, been missing from law libraries and the lawyers' canon of rationality. What is unusual is to have nine large gatherings of experts in one field, who then make considered written decisions upon identical facts. If such gatherings of experts could be organised regularly in many fields of law, or in other kinds of decisionmaking, then similar results may follow. That would be an interesting body of research which may additionally change some people's behaviour by the actual process of participation.
To repeat, diverse outcomes may be normal, whereas the opportunity to observe and personally experience diversity in a repeated and structured format, is abnormal. "I always knew that, but now I really know that."
If such diversity of decision outcomes between experts is normal, the vast majority of the 240 participants did not perceive it to be normal. Somehow, through decades of legal practice, they had preserved the belief in self and other expert colleagues, that expertise and experience would produce common thought patterns, reasoning and outcomes within a narrow 10% range.
How were such strong beliefs in the certainty of expertise and rationality held for so long among so many lawyers? What psychological and sociological factors foster such a delusion about the power of rationality? Anecdotally, lawyers are quick to see inconsistency among clients, judges and other inexperienced lawyers. 9 However, these exercises compelled participation which indicated personal inconsistency with respected peers. Lawyers do not like to make "mistakes", and yet these exercises seemed to indicate that the majority of experts were making "mistakes" (and had been making them for decades). Surely, the principle of predictable unpredictability being extracted from the arbitration exercises must be wrong, or "distinguishable"?
Exceptional Diversity?
As the consistently inconsistent outcomes of the arbitration exercises were so shocking to the orthodox beliefs of expert family lawyers, it is important to hypothesise on why these results may be exceptional, unusual, abnormal and misleading. These hypotheses may be delusionary rationalisations to placate orthodoxy; or may indeed help to explain an exceptional situation. Here are some of the factors which may distinguish this situation and preserve orthodox faith in the accuracy of expert decision-making:
(1) Wide Statutory Discretion These experts were applying vague statutory criteria under section 79 of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth). These criteria amount to a "shopping list" of factors which are common to discretionary family property systems around the world. Even though there is thirty years of case law to give some backbone to this flab of discretion, it can be argued that vague rules will always lead to a range of results. That is, all lawyers have this "handicap" of unpredictability where the rules contain vague discretions and unranked statutory shopping lists of "factors". Such vagueness is particularly present in disputes about succession, taxation, family property, unconscionable contractual dealings, certain torts and discrimination.
(2) Destabilising Fact(or)s
In family property disputes in Australia and elsewhere, there are a number of fact patterns or family "types" where the range of percentage outcomes arguably remains even more unpredictable than "normal" unpredictability. These include family property disputes which involve low value assets, high value assets, pre-marriage contributions, inheritances, damages awards, lottery wins, alcoholism, drug use, physical injury, and low asset -high earning capacity.
10 These "exceptional" fact patterns may occur in the majority of Australian families, thereby rendering them "unexceptional".
(3) Low Asset Cases -Scarcity of Precedent
Although the facts used were based on a frequent pattern or "type" of family, it involved distribution of assets valued below $100,000. Such disputes are hardly ever litigated, let alone reported as precedents. Thus (it can be argued), even the experts who settle these types of disputes regularly, have little case-law to guide them towards more uniform results. This hypothetical argument was consistently undermined at the arbitration training courses as the 240 participants also wrote several short judgments on anonymous (but reported) fact patterns. Over 30% diversity in the range of outcomes was again normal.
(4) Diverse "Settlement Laws"
Over 95% of family property disputes in Australia which become visible by filing in a Court, are settled by negotiation, mediation or abandonment between disputants, often assisted by lawyers. When settling cases, mediators, registrars and lawyers apply principles of local "settlement law". These rules of thumb or "going rates" differ from city to country, and state to state in Australia. These divergent "settlement laws" are statistically far more important than judge-made law, and are sometimes strangely resistant to "official" versions of law coming from above. Accordingly, these national gatherings of family law experts may have been applying their local, and different, settlement laws to reach different outcomes.
(5) More Facts
These experts made their decisions based on six pages of summarised facts, evidence and argument. Perhaps the wide range of outcomes would have narrowed with more documents and more face-to-face questioning? Where the documents submitted for an arbitration on the papers are clumsy, rambling or leave out "key" factors, then more evidence and discussion would undoubtedly be helpful. Garbage in -garbage out.
However, in the actual exercises, very few wanted any more information, and most commented that the information exceeded in content and clarity what would normally be available when legal advice is given initially.
(6) More Practice
Anecdotally judicial friends tell me that it took them about four years of practice and feedback to become comfortable and confident in their role as judges.
The socialisation process toward certain degrees of conformity had scarcely begun with the expert family lawyers who attended the arbitration training courses. (Though a number were very experienced registrars or arbitrators in other fields of dispute).
Accordingly, it could be argued, (though no-one did!), that the diversity of outcomes would narrow from say 30% to 15% with the passage of time, practice, peer feedback and appellate reprimand. Again, if this interesting "conformity" hypothesis is "correct", by anecdote or research, it would restore some confidence in the greater degree of predictability of the college of judges.
(7) Modification by Market Forces?
Another possible explanation for the wide diversity of outcomes, is that these roleplaying arbitrators were not subject to the normal market pressures of keeping repeat and paying customers satisfied. That is, a practising arbitrator is consciously or subconsciously aware that both parties can bring future business, and so tries to find a result which will "give everyone something". This is one of the standard critiques of arbitrators (and sometimes judges also), namely that they tend to split the difference between two extreme claims -or divide the assets, and then refuse to award costs to the perceived "winner".
Role-players may feel freer to decide upon their perception of "justice", without the modifying market pressure to keep both "customers" satisfied.
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Possible Implications of Diverse Outcomes?
What are some of the possible implications from these diverse outcomes for (expert) family lawyers? There are many. Six of these are set out below.
• multiplying "error" rate of decisions made by experts in isolation 11 V. Aubert, "Competition and Dissensus: Two Types of Conflict and Conflict Resolution" (1963) VII Conflict Resolution 26, 39-42.
• doubt-creation by story telling
• sheltered denial -the missing spot lights
• legal education revisited
• arbitration demythologised
• the reform pendulum between discretion and rules
(1) Multiplying "Error" Rate of Decisions Made by Experts in Isolation
When family lawyers "make decisions" in isolation, that is, give advice to clients, then the likelihood of the range of outcomes spreading even further multiples dramatically. If they decide across a 30% range while arbitrating-on-the papers, then it can be hypothesised that the range will expand in some fact situations by at least another 10% when experts give advice in isolation. Additionally, any "bunching" within the range will diminish. Why? Because so many extra well-documented variable pressures on decision-making come into effect in the normal daily practice of (family) lawyers when making decisions. The following 12. Any expert overconfidence on the part of the arbitrator is qualified by the immediate visibility of written, summarised conflicting facts, perception, evidence and claims. Also the arbitrator on the papers will receive no further evidence; and is part of a decision making culture which cognitively tries to "suspend judgment", till everything has been read (or heard) in the very short time frame available.
13. Then the lawyer consciously or subconsciously frames the claim and version of events favourable towards his/her client to provide a starting point in predicted negotiations.
13. An arbitrator's decision does not serve the extra purpose of commencing negotiations, or of providing a starting point from which concessions can be made.
14. Because expert lawyers tend to work in relative isolation, their nonpublicised (often initially oral) advice is not subject to peer review or accountability.
14. The expert arbitrator's decision is under the spotlight of being fully written, vigorously analysed by clients and lawyers, and perhaps on appeal by a public judge. Additionally, there is pressure for the decision to be so impressive that the arbitrator will be hired again, preferably by both referring lawyers, and by other lawyers, who gossip constantly about the competence of various service-providers.
To repeat, it is reasonable to hypothesise that all these extra well established variables will create even wider diversity, and less bunching, in the advice (decision-making) of expert family lawyers. Accordingly, it should be no surprise that some lawyers begin negotiations with such wildly divergent advice and claims, other than as a conscious bargaining tactic. This is not a counsel of despair, rather of humility and caution.
(2) Doubt-creation by story-telling
Some lawyers who attended the various family arbitration courses over 10 years now use the results of this exercise (and other similar decision-making exercises conducted at the course), to create doubt and lower expectations during negotiations and mediations. They have another story in their repertoire. "Mary, how can you be so confident of that percentage? Did you know that when you give an identical fact pattern to 24 expert family lawyers, their predicted outcomes are more than 30% apart? I saw it happen before my very eyes. On that evidence, your client's predicted good-day bad-day range should be 30% apart" etc. This is life imitating role-playing from role-playing which was imitating life.
Lawyers rarely use statistics or "controlled" experiments to establish a "truth". Much to the despair of our more disciplined scientific colleagues, we prefer anecdote and story-telling from which to abstract "truth".
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This is especially so, if the anecdote and abstraction comes from a judge. Thus some mediators and negotiators give the following quote to lawyers who appear to be overconfident about the precision of their own decision-making and crystal ball gazing abilities.
"[1]….it is often impossible to predict the outcome of litigation with a high degree of confidence. Disagreements on the law occur even in the High Court. An apparently strong case can be lost if evidence is not accepted, and it is often difficult to forecast how a witness will act in the witness-box. Many steps in the curial process involve value judgments, discretionary decisions and other subjective determinations which are inherently unpredictable. Even wellorganized, efficient courts cannot routinely produce quick decisions, and appeals further delay finality. Factors personal to a client and any inequality between the client and other parties to the dispute are also potentially material. Litigation is highly stressful for most people and notoriously expensive. An obligation on a litigant to pay the costs of another party in addition to his or her own costs can be financially ruinous. Further, time spent by parties and witnesses in connection with litigation cannot be devoted to other, productive activities. Consideration of a range of competing factors such as these can reasonably lead rational people to different conclusions concerning the best course to follow." 19 (3) Sheltered Denial -the Missing Spotlights
Some lawyers continue to deny that this experiment could have produced such uniformly "random" results on nine separate occasions. Perhaps, seeing would induce belief. Perhaps not.
A few commercial lawyers deny that consistently random decisions are a problem for their more "rational" universe. Others debunk that alleged commercial rationality as mythology. Presumably the denying family lawyers will continue to give 10% (or less) range legal advice confidently based upon rationality and expertise. There is little public accountability for this arguably erroneous advice, possibly due to a number of interesting structural causes. First, in Australia 97%-99% of family property disputes are settled by negotiation, abandonment or mediation. The confident and wrong advice ("I have decided that this is what a judge will do in two years' time") is hardly ever put under the public spotlight. In those 1%-3% of situations where the accuracy of the expert advice is actually tested by a final judicial decision, then it is easy to explain the "irrational" (ie outside the narrowly predicted range) outcome as "exceptional" due to factors such as "the wrong judge", or "weak witness". Moreover, few surviving clients have the funds or stamina or risk tolerance to ask three allegedly "rational" appellate judges to override the allegedly "irrational" trial judge.
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Secondly, lawyers do not have an established culture of peer mentoring or supervision. Initial oral or written advice is not systematically put under the spotlight by learned colleagues (who are isolated, busy and working on their own billable hours).
Thirdly, lawyers do not have established practices of regularly sitting in with colleagues to study different interviewing and advice-giving habits.
Fourthly, more publicly visible letters of demand, initial written offers, and court documents engage in predictable high claims or low offers. This normal tactical method of commencing negotiations effectively hides what "real" advice has been given to a client behind the inflated or deflated visible demands.
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Fifthly, it is rare for lawyers to invite the spotlight into their offices in the form of researchers to record, systematise and critique patterns of interviewing and advicegiving behaviour.
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These are five structural reasons why there is little accountability or transparency for lawyers when making decisions which lead to key advice being given to clients. This assists the "ten-percent delusion".
Thus the Gnostic belief system that (my) expert decision-making processes produce a narrow range of outcomes has some high protective walls. What can be done about this structural self-delusion? The delusion may also serve the useful social purpose of "ending" some disputes, even if confidence in the "accuracy" of the expert's decision is not statistically justified. Pre-law, law school and continuing legal education have been subjected to constant criticism for a century in Australia and elsewhere. The critics queue up to tilt at windmills and to heap scorn on the random and destructive goals, methods, resources, culture, timing, sequence, feedback, assessment, outcomes, teacher selection and training at law schools in Australia and elsewhere. 24 Law schools are not alone as any educational institution can attest. This study only adds ammunition for the critics. Where can the more-than-nominal, less-than-amateur study of the psychology and sociology of human decision-making (arguably the bread and butter of any lawyer) be fitted into an already overcrowded law school curriculum? What coverage is "dropped out"? Which teachers and researchers should be sacked, retrained or hired?
The Law school staff, curriculum and language strongly emphasises the power and correctness of "legal reasoning". How can these important foundational skills of deductive and inductive reasoning be balanced by insights from psychology, sociology and communication? This is a repetitive cry from the wilderness, though some small steps back and forth have occurred over the last 80 years.
(5) Arbitration Demythologised
These startling results have made some experts who attended the family arbitration courses reluctant to pioneer the use of family arbitration. They discovered experientially that the enemy lies within. Predictably, attendees uniformly expressed a litany of grievances towards the litigation system in Australia. 26 However, some were obviously disappointed that the decisions of expert colleagues were even more unpredictable than those of Family Court judges.
The voluntary use of arbitration faces a predictable hurdle. How to find an arbitrator who has a publicised record across a variety of disputes which indicates acceptable process, and ranges of substantive outcomes which receive majority approval in the "expert" community of referring family lawyers? Catch-22.
The only eligible candidates appear to be recently retired, highly respected, motivated and still energetic Family Court judges. A neophyte arbitrator may be advised to set up a website of his/her anonymised and indexed awards, so that potential go-between lawyers can develop some confidence about where (s)he falls in the (±30%) range of family property division.
(6) The Reform Pendulum Between Discretion and Rules
These "experiments" indicate (yet again) a dramatic level of unpredictability in human decision-making, even among "experts". This may reopen the ongoing tension between fixed rules and uncertain discretion in family property, or any, legislation. Is it better to have the injustices of certainty, than the injustices of discretion?
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The latter appears to be the consistently preferred end of the rule-discretion spectrum in Australia. If so, then family lawyers should continue to advise clients (as they already do), that litigation and arbitration outcomes are indeed a lottery.
Moreover, if judges and arbitrators regularly cannot provide substantively just or predictable outcomes, then it arguably becomes vital for them to offer respect, listening skills, intelligence and other forms of emotional and procedural "justice".
Conclusion
This article has provided yet another illustration of the unpredictability of human decision-making in the context of written arbitration awards in family property disputes. Moreover, expertise, experience and education do not apparently give much comfort that the range of outcomes will be narrow or predictable.
Attempts can, and should, be made to explain, rationalise or "distinguish" this conclusion of uncertainty. Nevertheless, most of these attempts ring hollow.
Lawyers have always advised clients that judges and suburban practitioners (nonexperts) are irrational and unpredictable. But to discover experientially that the dragon lies within self and within expert colleagues is a sobering event. Learned books may have exposed the dragons of decision-making for centuries. We lawyers neither read nor believe those books. They are not "law" books. We have special and marketable immunity via education, experience and "rationality". However, holding the dragon by the tail has proved to be an uncomfortable learning experience. Mabel's valuer drove down from Queensland. He is an outsider. His valuation describes my workshop as "large" and the property as being "well orcharded with orange trees". My workshop is small and most of the trees are not fruit bearing. Mabel's valuer is also a friend of her new boyfriend.
(ii) Percentages
My mother's inheritance paid for the farm completely. I maintained the farm completely between 1992 and now, doing planting, mowing, fixing, fencing as well as my handyman job. Mabel looked after the children -she did a good job there. She never had a job -I paid for everything. She had a good life and everything would have been ok if she didn't keep packing up and leaving. She was influenced by her feminist friends (and still is).
My job is very uncertain due to the recession and less work in the town. I worked very hard on the farm -feeding chickens, cleaning the house, washing, cooking, ironing, driving children around.
Orders sought by Fred
The reason I had to leave so often was that Fred's relatives are interferers and never thought I was good enough for Fred.
The farm was put in joint names in 1993 because I said to Fred that I did not feel secure for the future. He wanted me to stay.
Fred says his job is insecure but he has always wanted to reduce his workload.
Assets:
I agree with Fred's chart
Debts:
Issues:
I agree with Fred's chart Mabel's submission:
My valuer (valuation attached) is attached to a reputable company. Fred's house and farm are the best on the street. His workshop is beautifully lined. I have planted a beautiful garden.
(ii) Percentages I deserve the biggest percentage as:
(i) I gave the family the best years of my life;
(ii) I received little parenting help from Fred and total hindrance from his nearby relatives;
(iii) I have a long future committed to the children with few prospects;
(iv) Fred's mobility and job prospects have not been harmed by the relationship
Orders sought by Mabel:
(i) Fred pay Mabel $40,000 within 4 weeks;
(ii) In default, the farm be put up for sale and if need be, be auctioned and from the net proceeds Mabel be paid (i) $40,000 and (ii) any arrears of child support which the Child Support Agency says is owing at that time.
Signed ………Mabel………….. I viewed the property at 17 Daffodil Street, Lismore (photo attached) and some other comparative farms in the area which have been sold over the last year. Sales of small farms have been slow for the last three years but are picking up over the last 6 months.
The farm consists of 4 hectares of flat grassland with some fences in a state of disrepair. There is a three bedroom house, a large workshop which is used for repairing machinery and the south eastern corner is well orcharded with orange trees.
Comparable small farms have been sold in the area for $53,000, $69,000 and $59,000 over the last three months.
This farm is at the higher end of that range due to the workshop, orchard, well kept gardens and sweeping bitumen driveway. I estimate the current value at $67,000. This may increase over the next year.
Signed ………Peter Boston………… Peter Boston is a valuer of 22 years experience having valued properties in NSW and Qld. He considered a number of sales in the Lismore region in the past 12 months. In particular he referred to 3 recent sales of comparable properties and in his opinion, although sales have been slow in recent years, there has been improvement in the last 6 months. He commented favourably on the bitumen driveway, the orchard, the gardens and the workshop.
I prefer the evidence of Peter Boston. I am satisfied that comparative sales indicate an improvement in the market and accept his view that the subject property is at the higher end of the price range of those sales given the special features described in his report. I have noted that Mr Jones was also impressed by those same features.
I therefore find the value of the property is $67,000.00 and the total net assets of the parties amount to a total value of $92,000.00 -$4,700.00. I have included both parties legal fees in this calculation. I have no evidence of the precise break down of the wife's debts, and as the parties legal fees appear to be about the same, I see no prejudice to either party if I take this course.
Wife's additional contributions
On the basis of the wife's evidence I am satisfied that she played a role on the farm beyond her role as homemaker. The husband in his submissions has asked me to accept that his wife played no role in improvements to the property. However, both valuers have commented favourably on the beautiful garden the wife submits she created. In addition, she looked after the children, the household tasks and was mainly responsible for ferrying the children to their various activities. I am satisfied that Fred performed the majority of tasks on the property, as well as contributing his income from his employment to the family.
Application of the law Contributions 1. The only factors which I have considered in departing from a finding of equal contributions by both parties to the acquisition, conservation and maintenance of the property, is the husband's contribution in 1993 of $40,000.00 received by way of inheritance from his mother and the husband's exclusive occupation of the home since separation. It is evident the husband has been in a much stronger financial position in the last year or so.
2. Although I do not accept the husband's submission that he did 100% of the work on the property, I do accept that this windfall as I will call it, allowed the parties to purchase the Daffodil Road property. It was a significant contribution which enabled the parties to acquire the property in the first place. Taking into consideration the fact that the husband has had the benefit of the home since separation I have determined the level of the husband's contribution at 63% and the wife's at 37%.
Section 75(2) factors
The relevant factors include 1. the wife's continuing care of 3 young children which is a very significant factor in diminishing her prospects for an improved income position.
2. the husband's failure to pay child support since January 2001 and his submission that he is unlikely to be in a position to pay child support in the foreseeable future.
I make an adjustment pursuant to Section 75(2) in favour of the wife of 20%.
Determination
The husband will receive 43% of the net pool of assets, and the wife 57%.
As the wife already holds assets of $10,000 less $3,000.00 in debts = $7,000.00 she requires an additional $42,761.00 to hold 57% of the pool. The husband already holds assets of $15,000.00 less debts of $1,700.00 = $13,300.00.
